
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a manager PM. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for manager PM

Review Service Level Agreements (SLAs) and corresponding service
monitoring & controlling metrics to identify rightsizing opportunities
Ensure PPM system, Workforce Management (WFM) solution, PM solutions
and any other internal PMO tool operability to the agreed SLA levels (monitor
system availability and performance, manage user accesses, handle incidents,
troubleshoot application problems, perform system administration and
recurring maintenance activities)
Proactively seek for improvements, better and more optimal tools and costs
efficiency
Execute the IS solution/service delivery utilizing the internal IS delivery units
and IS operations team members external 3rd party IS service suppliers in a
“core and flex model”, as advised
Deliver an IS service or support within appropriate domain or subdomain for
IS Solutions to the relevant customer group, ensuring execution of
requirements within budgeted costs and time schedule
Implement tools changes (understand requirements, propose design,
configure, test, demo and implement changes in production document and
support implementation)
Support end users in using a system and provide end user trainings
Coordinate problems fixing with external vendor
Build knowledge base about tools
Support IS PM Methodologies (process measures and improvements) with IS
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Qualifications for manager PM

Candidates must have excellent teamwork and assessment skills, be
proficient at developing the CM plan of care, and the demonstrated ability to
manage a large caseload of patients very efficiently
Experience managing web projects across large, cross-functional teams
Working knowledge of waterfall and agile methodologies, requirements
analysis, UAT
Excellent written and verbal communication to diverse constituencies
Experience with a web content management tool
Basic familiarity with web technologies (HTML, Javascript, CSS, basic
infrastructure knowledge)


